
Wrap Bracelet Instructions

INGREDIENTS: Your kit contains
- Semi Precious chips and feature beads
- Metal bead caps, spacers and beads
- Charms 

- Softflex, crimps, clasp, jumprings

TOOLS REQUIRED
- Chain nose pliers/crimping tool, round nose pliers
- Wire cutters
- A beading clamp

- A bead mat to work on

1. Attach a jumpring to the top of each charm

Jumprings
1. Face the gap 12 o’clock, hold tight at 9 o’clock with chain 
nose pliers and 3 o’clock with round nose pliers.
2. Roll your right wrist straight toward yourself to open the 
jumpring, slip the charm loop into the ring
3. Turn your wrist straight back the other way, with a slight 
wriggle if needed, to close the jumpring tight. 

2.Attach the loop of your toggle to one end 
of the wire.
   - slide 2 crimps down the wire, and the 
toggle loop. Turn the wire back through the 
crimps and draw it up until the toggle sits in 
a small wire loop. Squash the crimps firmly. 
Trim the short tail od wire.
   - close a crimp cover over the crimps

3.Work out your bead pattern a section at a time. Firstly, the first wrap over your wrist, then the second, then the 
third. It is a good idea if the second wrap is plain (e.g. just chips) and that the charms are at the start or finish so 
they hang well. String a shart section, the try it around your wrist (using a bead clamp to secure the end is a good 
idea). You may need to try several combinations for each section until you are happy. 

4. Finally, you will attach the other half of the toggle. Make sure there are several smaller beads at this end so the 
bar can easily pull through the loop. Attach as per step 2, but DO NOT CRIMP - try the bracelet on first. If it is too 
loose or too tight you will need to adjust the fit. Take your time and try a few times if needed to get it right. 

5. When happy, CRIMP and attach the last crimp cover then go out and show it off! This bracelet can also be worn 
as a necklace. Enjoy!
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